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A civilization founded on grass

This thing we call civilization began with a peculiar type
of grass, a grass that could produce seeds within a few
months and whose seeds were storable for long periods
of time. Storability is important, because it allowed hunter-gatherers to collect large amounts of seeds and store
them for times when food was scarce. As they were stored
in one location, that place had the beginnings of a home,
and hunter-gatherers made their first step towards civilization (for better or for worse). Our ancestors eventually learned that you could plant the seeds and grow
them in the same place
year after year, allowing
them to cease their roaming and stay in the same
place—and in much larger groups.
Living amongst strangers in densely populated
areas required a different
form of social organization than that in small
nomadic clans. It produced something we call
civilization. Being a ‘citizen’ meant you belonged
to a specific area and
were bound to strangers
of that area by rules. It
wasn’t necessarily more
peaceful than the hunter
gatherers, it was just different. Permanency led
to the notion of private
property. Agreements between strangers led to the written language. Clan chiefs
were replaced by kings, and religion became organized.
Inter-tribal conflict was replaced by warfare between nations. While most people still spent the majority of their
time producing food, others developed specializations
that did not exist in the hunter-gatherer lifestyle. Some
were priests, some served the king, some became artisans,
and some became soldiers.
Civiliation arose independently in different areas and
from different grasses. There were the maize people of
the Americas, the rice people of Asia, and the wheat people of Europe and the Near East. Originally these grasses were quite different from their modern descendants.
Maize, for example, originated from teosinte, a wild grass
that produces ears about the length of your thumb. But
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we domesticated teosinte and it became maize. Domestication happens when the deliberate choice of which
plant seeds to harvest and replant leads to alterations on
the plants’ genetics. Just as we began with the wolf and
produced dogs as varied as the Chihuahua and the Great
Dane, we began with wild grasses and created all different types of maize, rice, and wheat.
The transition from hunter-gatherers to civilized farmers was so slow that the people lost track of (or never realized) how it happened, so they replaced their lost history
with myths. The wheat people, the maize people, and
the rice people all conjured
stories about how these
plants were given to them
by gods. The god Manco Capac gave the Incas
maize, the goddess Guan
Yin gave her people rice,
and the goddess Ashnan
gave the Sumerians wheat.
Every child learns the story
of how summer changes to
winter as Demeter’s daughter returns to the underworld, but few have heard
the one where Demeter
gave grain to the Greek city
of Eleusis in return for their
loyalty.
Most origin-stories view
agriculture as a gift from
the gods, but the Hebrews
had a different take, where
having to acquire food
from farming was a punishment from God for eating the forbidden fruit. The story would become even
stranger for Christians, where this God’s son (who is also
God himself ) daily turns himself into wheat bread to be
consumed by his devotees during Communion.
How exactly did domestication of these grasses occur,
though?
Consider the non-shattering seed. Wild plants generally release their seeds once they are viable, but every now
and then a natural genetic mutation causes the plant to
hold onto those seeds. These seeds would naturally be
easier for humans to harvest—it’s easier to rip seeds of
a standing grass plant than to bend over and pick the
seeds up off the ground. By then planting more of these
seeds than seeds from shattering-seed plants the genetic

makeup of these grasses were altered until they all produced non-shattering seeds. This is just one example of
the many genetic changes caused by humans, producing
the domesticated maize, wheat, and rice.
Wheat has a number of wild ancestors, the two main
ones being wild einkorn and wild emmer. When the
seeds of these wild grasses are viable the plant stems shatter, whereas modern wheat stems holds the seeds erect,
making it easy for both human hands and combines to
harvest it. The wild seeds have tight husks which are hard
to separate from the seed,
whereas husks from their
modern
counterparts
easily break from the
seed, making threshing
easier. Natural genetic
mutations and human
selection ultimately led
to T. aestivum, the modern bread wheat, whose
distinguishing feature is
larger amounts of gluten. Gluten refers to a
family of proteins who
crisscross and bind with
each other to form a netlike structure that, when
the wheat is made into
dough, gives it elasticity
and the ability to rise by trapping the carbon dioxide gas
released by yeast. All ancient wheats had some amount
of gluten, but not as much as those present in modern
wheat. The first wheat products were consumed as pastes
and porridges, but as humans discovered wheats with
greater amounts of gluten they learned to make leavened
bread (i.e., bread that rises when baked).
The Homo Sapien lived as hunter-gatherers for around
300,000 years, but developed agriculture only around
8,500 BC. The word ‘agriculture’ is derived from Latin, where agr means ‘field’ and cultura means ‘care for’.
Today the word ‘culture’ describes the customs and the
norms of a particular society. It is fitting cultura is the
mother of both ‘agriculture’ and ‘culture’, for the culture
of a people, their agriculture, and their diets are intertwined. Wheat is more than a bundle of calories and nutrients. ‘You are what you eat’ and our attitudes towards
wheat describes who we are as a people. The history of
wheat bread is necessarily a social history.
Wheat and culture
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In the days of the Roman Republic (509 - 29 BC)
wheat signified the citizen-soldier. Early we remarked
how wheat’s storability helped give rise to civilization.
Civilizations inevitably go to war and wheat’s storability
made it the ideal soldier’s food. In peacetime, the Roman
would consume mostly vegetables and a little meat. They
especially loved cabbages (strange, right?). When war was
declared this diet would be reversed. Citizens called to
war would provide their own equipment like armor and
swords, but also the food they would need on campaign,
and they would plan to
consume around 2 lbs of
wheat each day.
Before the Roman
Republic became the
Roman Empire it was
mostly just the wealthier citizens who fought in
wars, the idea being that
citizens with property
have more to lose should
Rome fall, and would
thus fight harder than a
peasant with nothing to
lose but his life. Wheat
was thus raised almost
exclusively for war, and
war was waged by citizens, and so wheat symbolized citizenship as well. Bread here was thus not just
a convenient food but a symbol of distinction, an expression of identity, a bundle of carbs and protein that
connected the Roman citizen to his ancestors who built
Rome, like Romulus and Aeneas. Bread connected Roman citizens to a man who was [said to be] raised from
the dead and became a god (Romulus) in the same way
that bread connects modern Christians to a man who did
the same thing (Jesus).
As Rome evolved from a democratic republic to an autocratic empire the symbolism of bread changed with it.
Its army now relied more on mercenaries from distant,
conquered regions. The small farmer-citizen was replaced
by latifundia (very large farms) owned by a few wealthy
senators and run by slaves. Citizens who would formerly be farmers now went to Rome looking for work, and
emperors were keen to ensure they were complacent and
not riotous, so the emperor provided them with cheap—
sometimes free—bread. This led the satirist Juvenal to
lament that Roman citizens who once cherished their
political rights now only cared about ‘bread and circuses’.

Whereas wheat once symbolized the citizen’s political
rights and responsibility it now represented an abdication of political power—a bribe from the emperor. By
now the empire had expanded to the entire circumference of the Mediterranean, and beyond (even to Britain).
To acquire the wheat needed for Rome the emperor imported it from the outer regions of the empire—modern
day England, Spain, Turkey, North Africa, and especially
Egypt. Bakers who were once independent businessmen
were now civil servants of the emperor.
A god becomes bread
Rome took so much wheat from its provinces that they
suffered from poverty and hunger.
Often the province of Judea would
have to forego a fourth of its grain
to Rome. Great discontent grew in
the Middle East especially. There a
hunger of two kinds proliferated.
First there was a physical hunger
and a yearning for more bread. Second there was a metaphysical hunger, for values had deteriorated and
religion was now conducted more
as a bureaucratic practice than out
of personal piety towards god(s).
Politics had infiltrated religion to
the point that religion seemed to
lose its essence. Out of this hunger
came a peculiar man, or perhaps
not a man at all, for today over 2 billion people believe
he was—and is—God.
The man, of course, was Jesus, and tales of his life are
filled with grain / bread as a symbol. The gospels were
written (or, if you are a believer, Jesus’ life was lived) to
show Jesus as a man who wished to satisfy both types
of hunger. The major problem in his time was physical
hunger, and so it is fitting that he was born in the town
of Bethlehem which means ‘house of bread’. Most of his
parables involved agriculture. One of his miracles involved creating bread and fish from nothing to feed to
large crowds. In many ways it does seem that he was trying to replace the Roman Emperor. The emperor during
Jesus’ youth, Augustus, was said to be the son of God, as
his adopted father (Julius Caesar) was said to have become a god after his death and sometimes referred to as
‘God’ in the singular. The emperor doled bread, and so
did Jesus. Moreover, most historians think that Jesus was
crucified because he claimed to be the king of the Jews,
and that was an usurpation the emperor could not allow.

Of course, Jesus was claiming to be a very different
prince, and a very different god, than an emperor; for
Jesus provided physcial bread but also the Bread of Life.
Centuries before Jesus there existed the concept of a
‘bread of life’ which gifted immortality to those who ate
it. It was an idea among the Greeks and the Babylonians
alike—a concept that most everyone in the region would
be familiar with. It was the bread of life that concerned
Jesus most, so when the devil tempted him to turn rocks
into bread, the story says that Jesus refused, replying,
“One does not live by bread alone, but by every word
that comes forth from the mouth of God.” When Jesus
later taught his disciples the Lord’s Prayer, one of the lines
is ‘give us this day our daily bread’,
and this refers to both the physical
need of food and the spiritual needs
of the person—both the bread of
physical nourishment and the bread
of life. This is why Catholics today
celebrate the Eucharist daily, a ceremony involving the eating of bread
blessed by a priest.
Bread was such a powerful symbol for Jesus because, however
much scholars debate who the real
Jesus was, most are agreed that he
was an apocalyptic prophet, which
means he believed that to eliminate
the suffering going on at the time,
God would soon intervene and aid
the Jews in establishing a new, just kingdom. He also
thought that he would play an active role in this intervention. So while he was not competing with the emperor as the provider of bread (at least for the time being),
he was playing a long game, convinced that before the
next generation they would shrug off Roman rule and no
longer hunger for bread.
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Bread for the pagans
The idea of bread being a physical need for the poor but
also a symbol of eternal life persisted long after Rome
fell and Christianity dominated Europe. The western half
of the Roman Empire fell as Germanic tribes invaded;
the eastern half persisted until 1453 (though we refer to
the eastern half as the Byzantine Empire they referred to
themselves as Romans). Humans still hungered for bread,
though this time it was not because of the emperor’s taxes
but the incessant warfare among the tribes. A new type of
society emerged in Europe, one where most everyone was
placed into one of three groups: those who prayed, those

who fought, and those who worked.
today, they referred to Jesus as ‘lord’. Likewise, the nobleThose who prayed consisted of priests, monks, nuns, man’s wife who was responsible for baking the bread was
and the like. The nobility fought, for only they had referred to as hlaefdigge, meaning ‘kneader of the dough’,
enough money to purchase horses, armor, and weapons. which later became ‘lady’.
The vast majority were workers, and most of these were
Throughout the Middle Ages Christianity spread into
farmers. With the constant threat of violence most of the
northern Germany, Scandinavia, and Russia. With it
farmers opted to become
came bread. Some of the
serfs, where they lived unGermanic tribes had forder the protection of a nomerly performed little
ble. The nobles of course
agriculture, relying mostdid not protect them for
ly on livestock, hunting,
free, but in return for food
gathering, and gardening.
and labor.
The concept of plowing
We are now in the pethe soil was foreign to
riod 500 – 1500 AD.
many of them and frankly
After the wheat harvest
frightening, as the earth
the serfs would take the
was sacred, something of
grain to the noble for
a god. At the same time
storage, and when the serf
they were taught to farm
needed bread, the noble
they were taught about
would grind it into flour
Jesus and the Eucharist.
for them. It was actually a requirement that the serfs use They naturally associated everything about the making
the noble’s miller, and there were harsh penalties for serfs of bread with the god of bread, Jesus. After all, wheat
caught milling grain at home. Moreover, serfs were often made bread, mills turned bread into flour, flour becomes
not allowed to take their flour home to
bread, and bread is both the son of God
make bread. The bread had to be baked
and God. A diseased child could be
in the nobleman’s kitchen—for a fee, of The word ‘lord’ is de- cured, they believed, by a splinter from a
course.
rived from Old English wheel mill. The mill wheels would make
In England during this time a form of
sounds that some thought was God
‘the
man
who
gives
out
Germanic language referred to as ‘Old
speaking, and hymns were composed
English’ was spoken, and the vocabulary
based on what they thought the mill was
the bread’
used to refer to the nobleman’s housesaying.
hold reflected their control of bread. A
It took them some time to let go of
nobleman was referred to as hlaford, which means ‘the their pagan beliefs and adopt Christianity in full. It is
man who gives out the bread’. Hlaford was contracted to difficult to go from many gods to one God, especially
the modern day word ‘lord’. Peasants would refer to the
when the priests tell you that one God is also three gods
nobleman who protected them as ‘my lord’, and like us
(the trinity) plus a multitude of angels. When the mill

Wheat in Colonial America

Wheat had a difficult time adapting to Colonial America, largely
due to its susceptibility to the wheat blast fungus, so early European settlers relied mostly on rye, barley, and oats for bread. So scarce
was wheat bread it was usually only eaten on the Sabbath, and in
New Netherland bakers were prohibited from selling wheat bread to
Native Americans.
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would made a loud sound they at first thought it must be
Thor (the Norse god of thunder), but the Church said
‘no’, the sound was made by Saint Verena—the saint of
the miller’s trade. Pagan holidays were replaced with
Christian holidays, which is why the spring festival for
the Germanic fertility god Eostre became Easter (hence
the Easter eggs), when Jesus is said to have risen from the
dead. For every minor pagan god the church gave people
a Christian saint.
It is hard to overstate what a transformation of culture
this was, and bread played a central role. When we say
‘bread’ we don’t mean wheat bread exclusively though.
What type of bread did Jesus consume? The wealthy used
wheat flour for most of their bread, but the poor ate
mostly barley or rye bread,
depending on the region.
Barley in the Mideast and
rye in the Iberian Peninsula (modern day Spain and
Portugal). So if Jesus performed miracles with bread
it was likely barley bread,
and the bread used at the
last supper was likely barley
bread as well. This caused
a number of controversies
about what type of bread
should be used in the Eucharist. Saint Aquinas said
Mass should be celebrated
with wheat bread because
Jesus compared himself to
wheat in a parable, and because wheat was a finer grain befitting a god. Around
1,000 AD it became a church rule that only unleavened
bread should be used to make the Eucharist bread, as it
was unleavened bread consumed by the Jews as they fled
Egypt, the Jewish holiday celebrated today as Passover.
This means the bread should not contain yeast or other
leavening agents like baking powder.
All of this tells us something important about the
breads used in the Christian Eucharist: whatever the
breads were made from, they contained gluten. While
wheat contains more, barley and rye do have gluten. It is
gluten that allows bread to rise, so specifying the bread
should be unleavened implies the flour contained gluten.
It is not so much wheat itself that has been such a powerful force in western culture, but gluten. In fact, Catholic
Canon Law requires Eucharist bread to be made from
pure wheat exclusively, and while they allow low gluten

“hosts” (the wafers of bread) for those with Celiac disease
they explicitly prohibit gluten-free hosts.
People believed the wafers—small cracker-like unleavened bread used in the Eucharist after it was blessed by
priests—had magical powers. It was the body of Jesus, a
‘host’ of a god, and peasants would steal the hosts and
feed them to their livestock hoping it would improve
their health. Other times the wafers would be placed at
the bottom of a beehive to enhance the honey’s sweetness. Sometimes the wafers even seemed to bleed, turning red as if God himself were injured. A terrible omen,
people would desperately sought to identity and punish
whoever was offending God.
These were not rumors or hallucinations of a few deranged monks; enough
people witnessed the wafers
turning red to verify it truly
happened. Unfortunately,
Jews were often thought to
be the culprit, resulting in
massacres of many Jews. It
was not until 1848 that we
learned the true cause of the
‘bleeding’. When Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg
examined bleeding wafers
under the more powerful microscopes that had
been recently developed
he could see it was caused
by tiny living organisms: a
bacterium named prodigiosus Cohn, which Ehrenberg
also managed to raise as cultures to prove it was indeed
a microscopic life form. Bread had entered the modern
age, and its role in human culture would change as well.
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Bread in the modern age
It was about this time that the germ theory of disease
was developed. Now that people knew food sickness was
caused by microscopic organisms that were easily spread
by human hands, a movement for ‘pure food’ emerged.
The word ‘sanitary’ was first used around 1923 and was
increasingly used to depict foods that did not contain
these germs. A war against unsanitary foods began, and
on the front line were mothers. They preached a ‘gospel of germs’ and would make surprise visits to bakeries, insisting on inspecting their practices. These were
not government inspections; such laws did not yet exist.
They were concerned citizens doing what government

health inspectors due today. Bakeries deemed sanitary
heard of Tip-Top bread, because today it goes by the
were placed on a ‘white list’ and made publicly available
name of Wonder Bread.
so that the public would know where they should buy
Then came sliced bread, something no one thought
bread. Most of the small urban
was possible until one baker on
bakeries did not make this list,
the verge of bankruptcy attempted
as the bread was baked in poorly
it as a Hail Mary to stay in busiventilated cellars by workers who
ness. Consumers loved it and it
had obvious health problems like
wasn’t long before bread had to
tuberculosis or bronchitis.
be pre-sliced before consumers
This was also an era of great rawould buy it. Sliced bread didn’t
cial discrimination. Jim Crowe
just replace sales of unsliced bread,
laws were passed in the South,
it increased the demand for bread
large influxes of Irish, Italian, and
overall because it was more conveother non-Anglo-Saxon imminient to use. And ever since July
grants entered the US, and the re6, 1928—the day the first loaf of
cent discovery of natural selection
sliced bread was produced—anygave rise to the eugenics movething great was given the honor
ment. The bakery workforce conof being ‘the greatest thing since
sisted largely of these immigrants,
sliced bread’.
and white America deemed these
In only a few decades the Pure
immigrants to be ‘unclean’, and
Food Movement transformed
so the bread itself was considered
the bread sector. In 1890 women
unclean. The desire for bread to be made without be- made 90% of the bread in their own homes; forty years
ing touched by a human hand came at the same time a later 90% of the bread was made by men working in facfactory system for baking bread was technologically fea- tories.
sible—a system where bread was indeed
The first half of the twentieth century
White flour is made from the was an era in America where people held
untouched by human hands.
When people today say ‘I want to know endosperm alone, while whole great respect for professionals and the
where my food comes from’ they general- wheat flour contains the en- industrial process, and by the end of the
ly want to know the people who made the dosperm, bran, and the germ. 1930s people looked for three things in
food, and to know it was made by local,
bread. First, it had to be sliced. Second, it
small-scale producers—not factories. Around the begin- must be pure white and of a homogenous texture (i.e., no
ning of the 1900s it was the opposite; they wanted to
air bubbles). Third, it had to be very soft. People judged
know it was produced in a factory with lots of machines, the purity of the bread by its whiteness and its freshness
a factory one could visit and witness the industrial fans
by its softness. In taste-tests people didn’t actually like
providing ventilation and
soft bread as much as other
workers with gloves and
breads, but when it came
hair nets. It was New York
to what they purchased,
that led the movement tothey purchased soft.
wards industrial bread, and
This was a type of bread
they encouraged people to
unheard of during the time
visit the factories where
of Jesus because it was pure
they boasted, “You can see
white bread. The wheat
every detail in the making
seed contains three comof Ward’s Tip-Top Bread.
ponents: bran, germ, and
The human hand never
endosperm. The bran is
touches bread at these,
the outer shell of the seed,
the greatest bakeries in the
the germ provides a variety
world—daylight bakeries, Obtained from wholegrainscouncil.org
of specific nutrients for the
snow-white temples of cleanliness.” You may not have
young plant, and the endosperm stores the energy the
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plant needs to grow. Before the nineteenth century even
the best mills could not remove all the bran and germ,
but now mills can, allowing bread to be made from the
endosperm exclusively. This has some advantages. White
flour can store longer than whole wheat flour and is better tasting to some people. The problem, though, is that
much of the nutrient content of the wheat seed resides
in the germ and bran, so white flour is undoubtedly less
nutritious.
This problem became evident at the US prepared for
World War II. As the US began to draft citizens, the military discovered the US population was dangerously malnourished and unfit to wage war. Depending on the region, 30 – 70% of conscripts were deemed too unhealthy
to fight, and the main problem seemed to be vitamin and
mineral deficiencies. Most of the vitamins and minerals
in wheat are in the bran and germ, the two parts removed
from wheat when making white flour. The obvious solution was for Americans to return to eating whole wheat
flour. This was the United Kingdom’s solution, and
it worked, but Americans were unwilling to part from
white bread, so the
only feasible solution was to add vitamins and minerals to white bread.
Thus the invention of ‘enriched’
bread. With a combination of wartime
laws requiring enrichment of flour,
and
propaganda
heralding its ability
to make America
strong, consuming
enriched bread became not only wise from a personal health perspective
but patriotic. Eventually Americans would accept nothing else. Moreover, enriching bread added only a modicum of expense. America entered the war with a dangerously unhealthy population and left the war victorious
and robust. It was the scientists and industrial bakers
who helped make America the most powerful nation on
Earth. To them we owe our gratitude.
Counterculture
Trust in experts and institutions started to erode in the
1960s, where young, affluent, white kids tried in vain
to reconcile the contradictions of their daily life. They
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watched the news from the safety of their living rooms,
but what they saw was death. Leaders like JFK, JFK’s
brother, Martin Luther King Jr., and college students at
Kent State University were assassinated. In schools where
the greatest danger was not having a date for the prom
white students learned of black people being lynched for
simply trying to vote. In those same schools they were
taught to ‘duck and cover’ under their desks in case of a
nuclear attack, knowing it would provide little protection.
This was the decade Rachel Carson published Silent
Spring, where she convinced many Americans that the
pesticides produced by corporations were injuring nature and possibly endangering human health. Then came
Vietnam, where young men were asked to die for their
country in a land they had never heard of and in a war
they did not understand.
It is not surprising that some young people reacted to
these contradictions by rejecting the status quo and refusing the social norms their parents. Their parents’ way
of life was rejected in total, from their views towards
other races, their
views towards sexuality, their music,
their politics—and
their food. This
was the generation
that
established
the first all-vegetarian restaurants
in the US and the
first farmers markets. They started
the movement for
organic
agriculture, they created
the natural foods
movement, and they established the concept of the
farm-to-table food system. As author and former hippie Yvonne Daley writes, “They were saying no thanks
to deodorant, hair perms, makeup, and all things that
smarted of chemical alteration, except of course the more
mind-expanding chemicals that came in little blue tabs
or were soaked into a blotter. But that was food for the
mind. When it came to the rest of the body, they wanted
raw, whole, and natural ...”
These were the first Americans to reject white bread in
favor of whole wheat bread. Daley explains, “As children
born into a time of growth and plenty, we were defined
by food, not just the abundance of it but its convenience,

its symbolism of all things modern: TV dinners and
canned vegetables, sugar-coated cereals, soft drinks and
Kool-Aid, casseroles and box cake, white bread … When
we discovered real food, crunchy brown rice and whole
wheat bread … it was a revelation,” (italics added). When
the counterculture was formed it differentiated itself
from conventional culture by many other ways besides
embracing whole wheat flour. It adopted a different view
of other foods, a different politics, a different attitude
towards sex and drugs, a different form of music. But
whole wheat flour was part of it.
The counterculture movement may have been small
in terms of the
US population
but it would
soon have a
large impact
on American
culture. Few
hippies
still
live on communes,
but
some of their
core values are
alive in the
average household. Like the
hippies, most
of Americans
reject racism, they are more relaxed about sex, and a casual stroll down the grocery store aisle shows a keen enthusiasm for foods considered ‘natural’.
Consider the quote above from a recent documentary arguing that wheat has changed so much in the last
century that it is no longer healthy to eat. Sally Fallon is
arguing that wheat has undergone so much breeding to
achieve higher yields that it no longer even resembles a
natural plant. Instead it requires chemical after chemical
just to survive. Uunnatural, indeed: if it is true, which
it mostly isn’t. However absurd the quote may sound to
those who raise wheat, I investigated this claim and found
there is some truth—but not a lot of truth—to it. There
may be a few places where, in abnormal years, wheat really is treated this frequently with synthetic chemicals.
In Oklahoma wheat will only be sprayed about 3 to six
times, though—less than ten, but enough to scare people
who believe these chemicals are dangerous.
This delicious grass seed that gave birth to civilization
and served as one of the primary sources of nutrients for
much of humanity is now seen by some as unnatural and
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unhealthy. Isn’t this strange? Yes, but is it stranger than
believing that a god is speaking through the sounds of a
grain mill? This is how human culture works.
Humans are placed in a dangerous and confusing world
and are asked to develop ways to cooperate with each
other for survival. Decisions must be made, thousands
of decisions a day, each of which must be made with incomplete information. They develop rules of living, rules
that are followed when they seem to work and are replaced with other rules when they don’t. These ‘rules’ I’m
referring to constitute a people’s culture. It describes how
a people worship, and how they eat. Perhaps the most
insightful observer of human culture
is
William
James, who remarked, “The
gods we stand
by are the gods
we need and
can use, the
gods
whose
demands on us
are reinforcements of our
demands on
ourselves and
one another.”
Can we not say the same for the foods we stand by?
The hippies grew up, moved away from the commune,
and returned to ‘normal’ society, bringing a fondness
for whole wheat bread with them. They became professionally successful, and some of their values were spread
throughout the middle and upper classes, such that their
food choices are now the foods associated with the affluent classes of society. Think organic, natural, and local foods, all of which tend to be more expensive. This
change not only elevated the status of whole wheat bread
but debased that of white bread, such that white bread is
now associated with the poorer and ‘trashy’ segments of
society.
When the owner of the Los Angeles Clippers was reported to have made racist remarks against black people, Snoop Dogg responded by saying, “A message to the
%@$&! that owns the Clippers, you bitch-ass redneck
white bread chickenshit %@$&! you, your mama and everything connected to you, you racist piece of shit,” (italics added). Why is being a ‘white bread’ eater an insult?
Because, according to our culture, that is what trashy

people eat. It isn’t true, of course, but most all insults are
wrapped in overlapping layers of truth and myth.

carb diet. Perhaps the reader knows some people who
champion the low-carb diet (the author certainly does).
Yet this weight loss is not always permanent, and too litGluten in the cross-hairs
tle carbs can lead to disastrous health consequences. After
In the years after the counterculture movement America
the Atkins diet came a number of other low-carb diets,
had won the battle against malnutrition but was losing like the South Beach diet which did not reduce carbs to
the battle against obesity, Type II diabetes, and a number the extent as the Atkins Diet.
of other health problems. Unlike the malnutrition probThe anti-gluten movement is particularly strange. The
lem, experts had
growing popularno easy solution,
ity of gluten-free
and this helped
foods is hard to
to reinforce disexplain solely on
trust in authority.
scientific
findConsider obesity:
ings. True, there
what is causing
was initially some
it? If we could
evidence suggestidentify the cause
ing the existence
a solution would
of gluten-sensibe easier to pretivity among the
scribe. This is a
non-Celiac diswicked problem
ease population,
though; so many
where consuming
things in the life
gluten was susof
Americans
pected of causing
have changed at
irritable
bowel
the same time obesity has trended upwards it is difficult syndrome among some people. However, later evidence
to say which are the true causes. Science, experts, and in- suggests gluten is not to blame and there is still no condustry: as of yet they have come up with hypotheses but
sensus on whether gluten-sensitivity is a medical condinone that are proven. There are plenty of ‘experts’ telling
tion. If it exists, it is a condition in which little is underus how to stay slim, and plenty of corporations willing stood, and affects only a small portion of the population.
to sell us weight-loss products, but obesity rates have not Certainly, the medical profession does not consider foods
fallen. For now, we are on our own.
containing gluten to be less healthy than their gluten-free
In our search for healthier foods we first turned against counterparts.
carbs, and then turned against gluten. This is a strange
The book Wheat Belly didn’t help, where the author
turn of events, given that we need around half of our cal- and cardiologist William Davis blames gluten for a range
ories in carbs, and given our reliance on grains containing of health problems from obesity to schizophrenia. This
gluten for millennia. Both the
book has zero credibility in the
low-carb diet and the non-glu- “That’s why the last thing any commander medical profession, but in the
ten diet movements began with should need to worry about is the grades he age of social media conspiraa blend of science and hype. In is getting from some plush-bottomed Penta- cy theories easily proliferate.
1972 the book Dr. Atkins’ New gon bureaucrat for political correctness or Whereas there was once at least
Diet Revolution argued that social experiments — or providing gluten-free some reason to believe that gluMREs”
weight loss is best achieved and
ten might cause a specific health
sustained by greatly reducing in- —Republican Ted Cruz in a 2016 speech.
problem, now there exists a betake of carbs. The diet allowed
lief that gluten is simply ‘bad’ in
all the protein and fat one liked, under the assumption manifold ways. Today about 15% people think they may
that the body would utilize the protein and fat it need- be sensitive to gluten (see previous page), and one in five
ed and would discard all the rest, but would not do the think health can be improved by keeping gluten off their
same for carbs. For sure, some studies did find people lost plates. The ubiquity of ‘gluten-free’ food labels, even on
weight successfully (at least in the short term) on a low- foods that never contain gluten, can be seen in any gro-
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cery store, attesting to industry reports that the market
for gluten-free foods has risen and will continue to rise.
For a condition that is supposed to medical in nature,
gluten-sensitivity has a rather strange social aspect to
it, at least from popular media. It is common for politicians, movies,
and television
to depict gluten-sensitivity
as a food choice
among Americans on the
political-left,
yet recent research suggests
it is Trump supporters who are
most likely to
avoid gluten.
Survey evidence
even suggests
that some people consider a
gluten-free diet
to be a successful weight-loss
strategy, even
though there is
nothing about a
gluten-free diet
that suggests it
would aid in
weight loss.
What is going on here? It only takes a moment of reflection to acknowledge that much of our beliefs about
health and food do not stem from carefully vetted research and advice from medical institutions, although
they obviously play an important role. Conceptual models of food choices constructed from interviews document social factors as playing an important role, and
empirical studies support this claim.
With some reflection it is perhaps obvious that people
cannot base their diets solely on medical facts. The science of food and health is incomplete and cannot be customized to each person’s environment and genetics. Nor
can they rely exclusively on their own eating experiences,
due to their inability and disinterest in conducting their
own carefully controlled eating experiences. As studies
of food choices show, persons must absorb information
from their environment, and some of this information
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will undoubtedly be social in nature.
If someone decides to experiment with a gluten-free
diet, what gave them this idea? Was it the recommendation from a doctor? A news article? Praise of the diet from
a friend? Social media? Seeing more and more gluten-free
products at the
grocery store?
To help identity what social
factors
most
influence attitudes towards
gluten I conducted a survey
of over 1,000
Americans in
2019. In this
survey I wanted to know the
impact different information
signals would
have in terms
of changing attitudes towards
the gluten-free
diet. The information signals I
wished to study
included things
like social media
posts praising
glutenfree diets, and learning that a specific celebrity is
on a gluten-free diet. Because some people will be reluctant to admit they allow social media and celebrities influence their food choices, I couldn’t ask them this directly. Instead, I asked them the extent to which they think a
hypothetical ‘other’ person would be influenced by such
a signal. The idea is that while people will not want to admit that social media influences their food choices, even
if it does, they have no problem saying it influences the
eating decisions of other people. As such, asking them
what an “other” would do gives us more information
about what the person themselves would do. People have
a tendency to exhibit social desirability bias in surveys,
whereby they misrepresent their true behaviors to create
a more favorable impression. While people are prone to
make themselves look good to others, they are less eager
to make others look good, and so asking about an “other”
person is a way of getting around this bias.

Who is this “other”, though? I was fearful the survey
respondents would envision an affluent white female,
as that is the type of person most commonly associated
with gluten-free diets. To avoid this, I collected a group
of photos depicting a wide variety of demographics and
would randomly present one of these pictures as the
“other” person.
These photos are shown to the left, as well as the ten
information signals considered. Each person taking the
survey was presented with ten
questions, one
for each signal,
where each question randomly
matched an information signal
with one of the
pictures.
The
questions asked
how large of an
impact the signal would have
on the person’s
opinion of a gluten free diet. The
projected impact
is then provided on a 0 to 100 scale where a larger value
indicates a greater impact.
The figure shows an example of one of the demographic / information signal combinations, where a young
African American is paired with the ‘activist’ signal, the
narrative about the signal saying, “This person sees a
group of activists arguing that all foods containing gluten
should be labeled as such.” In the next question an elderly
white woman may be paired with the ‘study’ signal that
says, “This person reads about a new study demonstrating that some people experience irritable bowels when
eating gluten.” The next question may then pair a middle-aged asian with the ‘friends’ signal, with the one after
that pairing an older African American woman with the
‘social media’ signal.
Each survey respondent is ultimately asked about all
ten signals, where the order in which the signals appear
on the survey is randomized, as is the picture associated
with that signal. This ensures the projected impact of
any one signal is not dependent upon the order in which
it appears on the survey (to prevent an ordering-bias) and
is not dependent upon one type of demographic.
Note that the signals cover both social and non-social

signals. Opinions about gluten can be impacted by a news
story, a personal eating experience, or doctor recommendation—three non-social signals considered objective in
nature. Most are social signals though, including learning
a celebrity lives gluten-free, activists wanting foods containing gluten to be labeled as such, friends saying good
things about the diet, an attractive person saying good
things about it, a social media post, learning there is such
thing as Gluten-Free Day, and noticing a grocery store
has a special
section devoted
solely to gluten-free foods.
Survey results
The survey was
administered to
1,327 US respondents. The
impact of each
signal is measured in two
ways. One is
to calculate the
average impact
for each signal
across all respondents. While this provides an easily interpretable measure, it has one problem. Although the scale shown on
the previous page has words helping the subject to interpret it (e.g., a score of 50 is associated with moderate
impact), it is still difficult to compare a score from one
person to the score of another. It is not clear if what one
person considers a ‘large’ impact is similar to what another person considers a ‘large’ impact.
As such, nonparametric sign tests are used to determine
if one signal is consistently assigned a larger impact than
another signal across individuals. The sign test works
by calculating the percent of times one signal receives a
higher score than another signal for each person. If this
percentage is ‘statistically’ greater than 50% across all respondents then we can say the signal can be said to have
a larger projected impact. For example, suppose signal A
has a larger impact score than signal B for 52% of respondents. While this is larger than 50%, the larger response
could have been the result of the random fluctuation of
survey responses (in the same way one may repeatedly
flip a coin finding ‘heads’ 52% of the time) so in this
case the signals are said to not be statistically different.
However, if signal A has a larger score than signal B for
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63% of respondents, a statistical formula shows that this
13 being the official Gluten-Free day. One the one hand
is not the result of random fluctuations, and thus signal
why would the designation of a day impact our beliefs?
A is said to have a statistically greater impact on opinions
On the other hand, the fact that day exists suggests some
of gluten-free diets than signal B.
people are believers in its healthiness, and why would
The results are shown in the graph to the left. Not surthey believe unless it really makes them healthier?
prisingly, experiencing an irritable bowel after consuming
gluten and a doctor recomThey say ‘Gluten is bad
mending a gluten-free diet “A Pragmatic Theory of Truth holds (roughly) that a for you’: Is it true?
has the largest projected proposition is true if it is useful to believe ... Beliefs that I hate to split hairs, but it
impact. Not far behind is lead to the best “payoff”, that are the best justification depends on your definition
the impact of seeing an at- of our actions, that promote success, are truths, accord- of ‘true’. In philosophy there
tractive person say they feel
are a number of definitions
ing to the pragmatists.”
better on a gluten-free diet.
for ‘truth’, two of which are
Friends praising the diet or —Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
considered here. There is the
reading a news story has a
correspondence theory of
similar impact. Social media posts and seeing a grocery
truth that [roughly] says a statement is true if it ‘correstore develop an exclusive gluten-free section is thought
sponds’ with objective facts. Scientific studies have not
to have a moderate impact. Activists, celebrities, and
concluded that gluten is bad for health in general (as long
learning there is such thing as a Gluten-Free Day have
as you don’t have Celiac disease) so we can’t say it is true
the smallest impact, though it is still rated on average as
that gluten is bad for you using this definition. Even if
a moderate impact.
you find a single scientific study concluding gluten is unWhat this tells us that people absorb eating advice from
healthy for non-Celiac people, you must weigh this one
wide variety of signals. In fact, it seems almost every sigstudy against other studies that conclude the opposite.
nal matters in some regard. Particularly interesting is that
Of course, you might say that it is objectively true that
the opinion of an attractive person matters almost as
every time you eat gluten you feel bad, in which case
much as a doctor! It is doubtful they would have said this
the correspondence theory might confirm the statement
if we asked about type I diabetes instead of gluten, but
as true. You just have to make sure you have performed
note these responses are not necessarily irrational.
enough eating experiments in the right way to conclude
If a person is attractive it is reasonable to attribute some
that it is indeed gluten, and not some other factor, causof this to them taking good care of themselves. If they
ing irritable bowels.
are slim with a good complexion, surely they are eating
The statement ‘gluten is bad for you’ may be true achealthy, right? It makes sense to take advice from friends
cording to the pragmatic theory of truth, though. This
as well. After all, we tend to choose friends who are like
theory states that a proposition is deemed to be ‘true’ so
us, and if a certain diet works well for them it might work
long as it is useful, regardless of whether there are objecfor us. We make jokes about all the false information on
tive facts associated with it. Certainly, many non-Celiac
social media, but it is also true that all major news media
people have deemed gluten unhealthy without any real
are also on social media.
objective evidence that it is.
“My energy levels, my mental capacity, my ... even my
Consider the grocery
A closer look at why they
skin, my digestive system, everything started to just
store signal, where people
may do this helps us better
work as it should work.”
say a grocery store desigunderstand food choices
nating a new gluten-free —Testimony from a person on how their life improved
and gives us a deeper persection will have an impact when they eliminated wheat from their diet. Taken from spective of human nature.
on people’s opinion of glu- The War on Wheat, CBC News, 2015.
Suppose a person used
ten-free diets. At first this
to eat a diet high in simple
may seem like people are just innocent victims of a marcarbs and low in fiber. When they embark on a gluten-free
keting campaign—think again. If a grocery store devotes
diet they will find that the types of foods available to
an entire section to gluten-free foods there is probably a
them are quite different. Unable to consume conventionhigh demand for such foods, and if the demand is there,
al grains like wheat, they must eat bread made from grains
perhaps people are buying gluten-free foods because it
like amaranth, buckwheat, millet, quinoa, and teff. Flour
makes them feel better. The same can be said for January
from these grains tend to be made from the whole seed,
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akin to whole wheat flour, and will thus be more healthy
than white flour. As the person is now eating healthier,
they feel better, and though they could have achieved the
same improvement by
consuming whole wheat
bread instead of white
bread, they are unaware
of this fact.
What they realize is
that they feel better when
they switched to a gluten-free diet. Though it
is true their health improved, they mistakenly
conclude it is because
they eliminated gluten.
But that’s okay, what is
important is that they
feel better, and so the
statement ‘gluten is bad
for you’ is useful and is
thus spoken by them as a
truth statement.
Consider a slightly
different story. As before, the person is eating
a generally unhealthy
diet and adopts the gluten-free lifestyle as part of
a self-improvement routine. Eliminating all gluten requires paying special attention to what you eat, and as they are more careful about
what they put into their body they also make generally
healthier food choices. In addition to getting rid of gluten they eat fast food less, consume more vegetables and
less deep fried foods, eat more meat and less sugar, and as
a result become healthier. Part of their self-improvement
strategy might also involve more exercise. This enhanced
lifestyle improves their life considerably, and though gluten could have easily been a part of this healthier diet, it
wasn’t, and once again the person’s belief that gluten is
bad for you did indeed lead to an improvement in health.
From this person’s perspective, they are convinced that
gluten is an unhealthy food.
Notice we have periodically used the term ‘gluten-free
lifestyle’, which is an odd way of describing a food preference, but the term conveys something important. Beliefs
about gluten are often formed concomitant with a set of
other beliefs that help define our identity. Humans are
a social animal, and part of being a member in a social

clique involves wearing similar clothes, listening to the
same music, enjoying similar foods, and espousing like
beliefs. In some cliques going gluten-free allows one to
share foods and beliefs at
the same time, for some
groups reject gluten as
a product of industrial crop breeding that
disturbs human health.
Regardless of whether it
is ‘true’, believing it to
be so helps reinforce social ties in the same way
that joining a Jewish
synagogue, an Islamic
mosque, or a Christian
church does. Just as one’s
religion is determined
mostly by the geography
in which one is raised
and one’s community of
friends and family, views
on gluten can be formed
more by social networks
than gluten’s actual impact on health. Here, the
usefulness of the belief
that ‘gluten is bad’ does
not stem from the food
itself, or even physiological health outcomes, but a happier life from having a
more meaningful network of friends.
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Bread: a slice of civilization
A versatile character in the play of life, bread was a main
character in the opening act of civilization and every act
thereafter. For some acts it was on stage, but in the background, being a perennial presence at the dinner table
but rarely the source of drama. Other times it is a main
character. In ancient Rome it became a symbol of war,
sharing the stage with spilt human blood, and as ancient
times evolved into antiquity it became the blood of a god
whose desire was to save, not slay, persons. As this new
god made converts through sermons and the sword, it
traveled from the Mediterranean up into northern Europe, and eventually the whole world.
Like any good play character, it evolved with the story, changing in form and in relation to other characters.
In its whiter, less nutritious form it first belonged to the
upper classes, then in other acts, the lower classes. In its

darker, more nutritious whole-wheat form it was first the
bread of peasants, then hippies, then the affluent.
Most compelling stories have a conflict where a character suffers injustice. Bread’s current reputation as unnatural and unhealthy is undeserved and unsupported by science. However, the thing about human culture is that it
doesn’t need scientific support for justification. One day
bread containing gluten may be redeemed and adored
by all as a nutritious and delicious food able to assume
myriad forms from the shell of a Beef Wellington to the
core of a wedding cake and the crust of a pizza.
That act resides in the future, though. No matter, bread
is playing a long game. As long as the human race exists
wheat bread will continue to provide its physiological
needs of energy and nutrition as well as its psychological
needs in terms of human culture.
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